
The History of the Joker
(Number 33180)

During the early years of World War 
I, Garretts began experimental work 
encouraged by the national need for 
tractors.

The new DR tractor had a reversed boiler 
design to improve visibility.

Testing 
The DR tractor was first tested in field 
work in January and February 1917. 
Henry Keay Pratt, who had replaced 
Emerich Schmach as head of the 
drawing office, reported that in the 
later test it was impossible to find a 6 
furrow plough to use.  But by attaching 
additional ploughs to a 4 furrow plough, 
the equivalent of an 8 furrow plough 
was obtained.  He concluded that 
with a 6 furrow plough, the area ploughed 
would exceed one acre.

However, a more reliable trial was set up in 
July 1917 at Foulness Island, ploughing 
exactly two acres of land that had not been 
ploughed for 2 years, and which was to be 
bought into use for the war effort. It was 
heavy, compacted soil, and the tractor 
ploughed 2 acres in just under 3 hours, at a 
cost of 6s 31/2 d per acre - but this did not 
take into account the tractor already 
workingat pressure, and thecosts of 
transporting coal and water to
the site.

Marketing 
In an article published 18th October 
1917, it was reported that the tests 
were complete, and that the ‘Suffolk 
Punch’

was a most apt name. Geared to five miles an 
hour, the drivers position at the front gave a 
full view of the road or when ploughing. The 
writer concluded that its value for road 
haulage would be not only to the farmer, but 
in the release of railway rolling stock for 
other duties. 

In January 26th, 1918, Geoffrey Marreco, the 
firm’s sales and publicity man, had a letter 
published in Country Life, under the 
pseudonym of Tillage.  He extolled the virtues 
of the new Suffolk Punch.  He described it as 
‘somewhat of an innovation…while primarily 
intended for ploughing, it will not only driver 
a thresher and other agricultural machinery 
but is also suitable for the haulage of farm 
produce to market.’

However, the costings of Pratt (as used by 
Marreco in his press release) were not wholly 
reliable. Not only did they overestimate the 
days of use per year the tractor would be 
needed for, they also did not take into account 
the expense of using horses to plough the 
areas of headland that the tractor could not 
manage. 

In production
Tractor no 32974 was the first Suffolk                
Punch – originally called Farmers Boy – but         
renamed, probably by Marreco, to emphasise 
its hard working abilities. Number 
33180 (The Joker) was licensed in July
1919, and purchased by John Goddard, a 
farmer from Tunstall.  Ordered in March 
1917, it was not delivered until July 1919.  
This was because production at the Works 
was concentrated on 4CD tractors for the war 
effort – it is believed many orders were lost in 
this way.
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In use

It was first used during the 1919 harvest.  As it 
was found it to be more expensive to run
than his horses, Goddard did not use it for
ploughing again.  He also found the weight
excessive, and encountered the problem with
ploughing the headlands. In addition, the
driver could not easily see the plough. Despite
this, the tractor was superior for thrashing and
road haulage.

Goddard originally paid £772 for it.  The
purchase is described in George Ewart Evans’
classic book, Ask the Fellows Who Cut the Hay. 

The other threat to Garretts came from the
newly designed American Fordson diesel
tractor, which was being imported into the
country in the last years of the war.  At only
£175, they were much cheaper than the Suffolk
Punch.  

Goddard did use no. 33180 for other functions,
and it remained in his family (passing on to his
son G H Goddard) until 1948.  Jack Simpson,
an acquaintance of the Goddard family,
dismantled and refitted the governor.  It was
then purchased for preservation by Chris
Lambert of Horsmonden, Kent. The Joker
ended up in the hands of Jim Hutchens of
Maidenhead, who renovated it, installing a
new chassis, water tank, smoke box and
chimney.  It seems it was at this point that it
gained its name.  

Why was it named the Joker?  It has been
suggested because everything about the engine
is contrary to expectations.  

A new boiler was added by 1984, and in 1994 it 
was bought by the Long Shop Museum in
Leiston, Suffolk. Its first ‘outing’ back in steam
was on 8th June, 2017 when Stuart Hines,
Manager of the Long Shop, and Mike Dyson of
the magazine 'Old Glory', drove it from Leiston
to Aldeburgh via Thorpeness. This is thanks to
the hard work of the volunteers at the Long
Shop Museum who restored, and continue to
maintain, the engine. 

Dyson reported, along with a history of 
the Joker from which some of this is taken, 
that the eight Suffolk Punches that were 
built all had long working lives, although 
they were apparently used more for 
threshing and haulage than ploughing. 

Sources
'Road Test A Day Trip to Aldeburgh', 
Mike Dyson, Old Glory, (August 2017)

Ask the Fellows who Cut the Hay
George Ewart Evans 

Garrett Steam Tractors and Rolers
R A Whitehead

Long Shop Museum Archives

Geoffrey Marreco, letter to Country Life 
(Jan 26th 1918)
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